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Little Sakura was a stray mum, kindly cared for by a good person who found
homes for her kittens but, having other cats, had to bring Sakura to us. She
was shy and struggled to settle, with many health and behavioural challenges.
We took our time and lots of veterinary advice to help Sakura get better but
noticed that her toileting problems and grumpiness came back whenever she
seemed to have a cough, however she did not have cat flu.
Keen observation and detailed care notes from our staff assisted the vet to
diagnose asthma. Once treatment began, Sakura improved rapidly in health
and happiness. She looked forward to her twice-daily puffers of preventer
and Ventolin, and was able to move from our treatment ward to our adoption
centre. There she enjoyed playtime with the other cats, and socialising with
staff and volunteers.
Not long afterwards, Sakura found her very own loving home where she will
get the lifelong health support she needs.
Sakura's journey reflects the vision, mission and values of the Cat Protection
Society of NSW. She was saved from the streets by a kind member of the
community. She was brought to us where we, thanks to the generosity and
commitment of our supporters, were able to give Sakura the time, patience
and resources she needed to be healthy, secure, happy and adopted ...
Because every cat deserves a loving and responsible home.

A proud past and an exciting future
The 2014 -15 financial year was an
extraordinary one for Cat Protection as
we received $5,579,214 in legacies which
allowed us to record a record surplus. This
rounded out an excellent year - operating
income and expenses were consistent
with previous years and we achieved
excellent rehoming, desexing and welfare
results.
The large legacies from the late Mabs
Melville and the late June Bullock were
received in the later part of the financial
year. As members know, we are dependent
on bequests to meet operating expenses.
While we have been making continued
efforts to build alternative sources of
income, the reality is that, like many
charities, we are dependent on the
generosity of our supporters.
All legacies come with enormous
responsibilities for us to utilise the funds
effectively in pursuing our aims. The
challenge is finding the right balance
between expenditure on mission and
keeping funds in reserve to ensure a
sustainable future.
Our approach will be to maintain our
existing operations while introducing new
high-impact programs that we believe
will yield great results with short-term
investment. We will do this cautiously,
ensuring we are making an impact before
investing further funds. We will work
hard to grow non-bequest income but
recognise this is a slow process.
It is vital that we keep sufficient reserves
to ensure we can still achieve our mission
in the absence of major bequest income;
there will be times when we need these
reserves to operate all our programs. We
will be prudent but not conservative.
Our history shows we are not afraid of a
challenge but we want to be here for cats
in the long run, so any extra spending
needs to be carefully considered with
all new initiatives properly planned and
resourced.

It is still our goal to have a dedicated
rehabilitation centre, and we will continue
to save for that purpose. However, it is
important to understand the magnitude
of such an undertaking. As well as finding
the right property we must ensure
ongoing funding – year in, year out – to
provide the rehabilitation services. That
means qualified people, veterinary costs,
equipment, operating infrastructure,
utilities and so on. It is a big investment
and as everyone in Sydney realises,
property is currently very expensive.
In many ways 2014 - 15 was a
transitionary year – a bridge between
our past and our future. Members will
recall we amended our Constitution in
September to expand the scope of our
objects. This laid the foundations for us to
provide new services and programs. We
have developed a comprehensive strategic
plan that will guide us over the next few
years and we have been able to take some
initial steps.
In March we rented nearby office
premises to provide a more professional
environment for our management team.
We upgraded workstations for existing
staff and provided facilities for additional
staff for the new projects. In turn this freed
up space in the adoption centre so we may
continue to improve the cattery and look
after all the people coming to adopt from
us.
Last year, we recorded our success at
convincing the NSW Government to
lower the mandatory registration age for
cats from six months to four months, to
encourage more early-age desexing to
prevent unplanned litters, and to dispel
the notion that cats cannot breed before
six months of age. The necessary changes
to the Companion Animal Register and
amended regulations are required before
the policy change will be become practice;
meanwhile, we are investing in an earlyage desexing education program.
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The community sees Cat Protection as a
best-practice shelter that helps to reduce
feline homelessness and improve feline
care. They see us as strong advocates
for feline welfare; they know we honour
the human-feline bond. We have
developed a good brand and a sound
reputation. Behind the scenes we run a
complex organisation. We have multiple
compliance obligations, ranging from
charity-specific and animal-specific to
the general demands on any small to
medium enterprise; tax, health and safety,
legal, industrial, financial, environmental.
Ensuring a compliant, transparent and
successful charity for cats is no small task.
I’d like to thank the management team,
our staff and volunteers, not only for their
continued good work on all aspects of
caring for cats, but for their resilience and
preparedness to meet challenges. Every
year throws up a few!
I’d also like to thank my fellow directors
for the work they do in ensuring Cat
Protection’s reputation for excellence
continues to be well-deserved. Lastly, I
would like to acknowledge the service of
former directors Mark Hubert, Dagmar
Strohmaier and particularly former
president, Rhonda House - who has
now retired after making such a great
contribution over the years.
Our history has shown us to be innovators
and leaders – the first shelter to adopt
early-age desexing and to rehome only
already-desexed kittens. Our future will
also tread a pioneering path.
John Holland
President

Our guiding principles
The Cat Protection Society of NSW has adopted a number of important principles that
govern how we work to achieve our goals.
Notably, we are independent. While we value partnerships, our organisation is independent
and we seek to speak with our own voice on our own terms, always giving precedence to
the aims and objectives of the Cat Protection Society of NSW. We will minimise government
grants so that we are not dependent on government, and we will not become a contracted
pound service. We will report cruelty but we will not seek to become an enforcement
agency under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act.
We are a no-kill shelter. We achieve this by managing admissions and using a network of
foster carers. We will give every cat in our care every chance and assistance to be healthy
and adopted. Any decision on euthanasia is made on a case-by-case basis, with veterinary
advice, and the authority to make such a decision rests with the CEO or in their absence,
their delegate. In the interest of feline community health, we will not knowingly rehome an
FIV positive cat.
We deal with domestic cats only, whether stray, abandoned or surrendered owned cats. We
do not have the capacity or skills to deal with feral cats. We believe every animal deserves to
be treated humanely and with respect for their sentience and dignity.
We do not adopt aggressive fundraising tactics. Our requests for donations and support
will be polite and we will not use pressure tactics to solicit donations.
We will manage our operations so that we can continue to meet basic levels of service in
the absence of bequest income by ensuring adequate reserves that will give us time to
adjust to changed financial circumstances.
We reserve the right to refuse adoption and will not adopt cats and kittens to meet
numeric targets but only to suitable loving and responsible homes.
We aim to provide the best quality care and shelter medicine for our cats, using specialist
and alternative therapies as needed.
We aim to provide shelter to an optimal number of cats at all times, which will mean at
times we will take in cats from pounds and other shelters, and at times we will be unable
to accept admissions. The optimal number will vary according to season, the number of
kittens and shelter health.
Our focus is on finding homes for cats, helping cats with homes to stay with their people,
and improving feline welfare.
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An eventful year
In the reporting period we rehomed 812 felines: 199 adult cats and 613 kittens.
Consistent with last year, more than 10 per cent were rehomed as pairs. In one case, a
litter of three little brothers were adopted together.
We assisted with the desexing of 1,871 cats in the community and reunited five lost cats
and two lost dogs with their people. We provided information assistance to more than
5,000 human clients in person, by phone or email and helped unknown numbers more
with the cat care information freely available on our website.
In these respects, it was a better year than the previous one though not hugely dissimilar
except in this year, we achieved those outcomes in the face of some rather enormous
challenges.
Damage to our adoption centre caused by high levels of water penetration from the
hailstorm on Anzac Day left the ceiling in danger of collapse (the original ceiling had in
fact collapsed and was weighing on the ‘new’ ceiling).
Immediately, volunteers and friends rallied to help evacuate our cats to the safety of
our vets at Sydney Animal Hospitals Inner West and Concord Veterinary Hospital.
It transpired that this wasn’t just a short-term problem, as insurance assessors and
tradespeople had been overwhelmed with demand due to the extensive damage caused
by rainstorms and then the hailstorm, affecting homes and businesses across the
Hunter, Central Coast and Sydney. It took two months before we were able to reclaim the
adoption centre for our cats. It’s now brighter and better than ever.
However, we did not suspend operations. Our wonderful local paper, The Inner West
Courier told our story and helped us to get the word out that we were continuing to
adopt adult cats from their temporary home at Sydney Animal Hospitals Inner West and
kittens from our own shelter (the downstairs area was safe). Nothing can hold us back
from our mission – half of the adults who went to Inner West came back to the shelter,
the other half had already gone to their forever homes.

This year we also applied for and were granted the authority to act as a registration
agent. This was a very exciting milestone for us; it means every cat and kitten adopted
from Cat Protection will be lifetime registered and clients do not have to attend their
own council to arrange this. We thank the Office of Local Government for granting us
this authority. We do not pass on the administrative cost to our adopters as we believe
that registration is so vitally important to feline welfare.
As well this year, we commenced a pilot satellite adoption program in late 2014/early
2015 with Divine Creatures at Willoughby and Concord Veterinary Hospital, North
Strathfield. We will analyse the results and hope to build a successful model that can be
expanded.
It has been an eventful year, and a year of happy outcomes for cats and feline welfare.
We thank all our supporters for making it possible.
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
We seek to achieve our vision – that every cat has a loving and responsible home – by
our mission, which includes finding such homes for cats in need.
Our shelter work and foster care program are central to achieving this and we thank
all our committed and wonderful volunteers for their efforts. Whether scrubbing litter
trays, brushing cats or feeding little kittens several times a day, our volunteers are vital to
our mission and work hand-in-hand with our dedicated professional team.
We are a member of International Society Feline Medicine and work closely with
Sydney’s leading feline vet specialists.
From the moment a cat or kitten is admitted to our shelter, their individualised care
planning begins. They all receive a veterinary health check. Suitable foster carers are
chosen for orphan kittens, and mums and kittens. The carer is chosen according to the
needs of kittens: some need carers who are home most of the time; some need carers
experienced with special health needs; some need carers who are prepared to invest the
time and effort required to assist the kittens’ recovery from ringworm; some just need a
secure home, lots of love and regular meals.
Cats are treated with antifungal shampoo on entry to reduce the risk of ringworm, are
vaccinated and their immune systems boosted with L-lysine and specially formulated
Chinese herbs. Probiotics are used for cats and kittens in poor health.
In the year we took in 38 adult cats and 168 kittens from pound facilities. We do this
when we have vacancies and low demand for surrenders from private clients.
This year we saw an unprecedented number of cases of (21) of campylobacter, mostly
from the one pound. We reported the test results to the pound as the bacteria can easily
spread between animals. We also saw 61 cases of coccidia, 13 cases of giardia and four
cases of cryptosporidium and four cases of salmonella. All bar one case of salmonella
were successfully treated.
Faecal sampling is undertaken on new kittens and stray cats to identify bacterial
infections so that these can be treated accurately and immediately. Cats who have been
living in crowded pound environments or who have been fending for themselves on
the street are at high risk of transmissible disease and we invest in early diagnosis and
treatment to ensure the health of the individual cat and the health of the whole shelter.
Ambrosia

Cats aged over eight years have full geriatric blood work to identify any age-related
health issues.
Feliway is used throughout the shelter to promote cats’ wellbeing, and Rescue Remedy
drops used in water bowls of shy or nervous cats.
.

Moses
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Every cat has their own file including a daily health chart on which twice-daily
observations about behaviour and temperament are recorded, as well as water
and dietary intake, toileting, any medications the cat is taking, and flea and worm
treatment. This not only helps us to provide the best possible care to the cat while they
are with us, but helps us provide post-adoption support to their new owner. We are
embarking on a project to enable this information to be recorded electronically which
will provide a great resource for research into shelter health.
Environmental enrichment is provided to every cat, both in their common play areas
and in their individual units. Every cat has playtime; social cats can play together and
determinedly solo cats are given scheduled time alone in the play area. Scratch poles,
scratch mats, active toys, water fountains, cuddle toys, tunnels and perches abound.
Volunteers and staff spend time each day talking with, patting and grooming cats and
kittens. Many friendships have been formed between cats and cats, and cats and people.
Bonded cats are never separated: they are provided with duplex apartments and are
rehomed together.
All adopters are given a folder of information about their cat plus general information
such as our factsheets on lost cats and toxic plants (and any relevant to the individual
cat, for example, our deaf cats factsheet if the cat is deaf) as well as our Your New Cat
booklet. In addition, they are encouraged to call us at any time they have questions (or
need a vet referral under our health guarantee), and we actively contact adopters within
one to two weeks to see how their new cat has settled in.
Members and friends on Facebook will know that many adopters proudly share their
new cats’ photos with us. We have many adopters who even visit us regularly to let us
know how their cat is, smartphone in hand! Our cats matter to us even when they’ve
left the shelter. Our adoption process is thorough as we’re committed to ensuring the
best outcome for both cats and adopters, and we are pleased to have an exceptionally
low number of cats brought back to us (less than one per cent).

Kassandra

As a no-kill shelter, cats are not placed on a time-limit but we do have them vet health
checked every six months of stay, or as indicated earlier. Most cats only stay with us for
a few weeks. There is a very small minority who are happy and healthy but take their
own sweet time to choose their forever home! And then there are some who require
extensive care – socialisation or physical rehabilitation or both – before they can be
placed for adoption.
Sylvester is on medication for feline geriatric dementia and cartrophen injections for his
arthritis. He is in permanent foster care as his age and complex health conditions mean
he could not comfortably stay in the adoption centre.
Some of our very special case cats spent time with us across the financial years. Last
year’s annual report told the stories of Nectarine, Charlie, Nibbles, Salt and Walter White
– in this financial year each of those beautiful cats found their forever homes.
Handsome Zac, profiled in last year’s annual report, has now been with us for two
years. His play aggression is much improved and he is very happy living in his duplex
cat apartment but he would be so much happier in a home to call his own. His size and
enthusiasm have intimidated some potential adopters, and the fact that he must be a
solo cat has also limited his opportunities for adoption.
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Gorgeous Banoffee was suffering severe diarrhoea from a bacterial infection and had an
umbilical hernia; this was repaired with surgery, the infection treated with antibiotics
and she is now healthy in her forever home.
When Kassandra was surrendered, our vets identified an old eye injury which was
causing chronic scarring. Although this limited her vision, it was not causing pain, and
the vets prescribed ongoing eye drops to minimise further damage. Her new people
were shown how to administer the eye drops and she is now very happy with her forever
family.

Banoffee

Just as being overweight or obese is a serious health issue for people, so it is for cats.
Weight loss in cats must be managed very carefully and gradually to avoid the risk of liver
damage. Bonnie was placed on a carefully monitored prescription diet so that she lost
weight before being adopted. Trouble was severely obese at 10 kilograms and we had to
supervise a 20 per cent weight loss program before being confident to rehome him; he is
now healthier and happy in his new home.
Before coming to us, Moses had already had partial nose amputation due to mosquito
allergy. We discovered he also had a flea allergy and required fortnightly topical flea
treatments, and his allergy management is being continued in his loving new home.
Gorgeous George was not in a good way though fortunately he tested negative to FIV
and Feline Leukaemia Virus. He needed an antibiotic injection to treat his flea allergy,
had several dental extractions and while he was found to have a heart murmur, like
many cats he could still enjoy a happy life, which he is now doing in his very own home.
Charlie had a rare reaction to a vaccination, resulting in loss of fur at his vaccination
site. Our vets advised that this is unlikely to recur if a different type of vaccine is used for
future immunisations, and this information was provided to Charlie’s new family.
Snow was born with a congenital abnormality affecting his right front leg. This resulted
in half the leg being displaced forward so his shoulder was closer to his neck than it
should have been and the other half sprouting from his trunk, creating the effect of an
additional limb.

Gorgeous George

He was not able to use this additional limb and it was subject to trauma, and caused
the cat alarm when he touched it. In a delicate operation at Sydney Animal Hospitals
Inner West, the additional limb was removed as was Snow’s right humerus, which was
underdeveloped. Dr Anne Fawcett arranged for the amputated limb to be sent to an
anatomist for research.
Snow’s recovery took some time but he was a much happier cat after the operation, and
once he was back to full health and placed in the adoption centre he very quickly found a
home. His background story unsurprisingly revealed he originally came from a backyard
breeder.

Snow during and after surgery
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Poppy also came from an unregistered breeder, having been sold as an ‘exotic shorthair’.
Inbreeding had left her with hip dysplasia which will have to be monitored lifelong and
very small nasal cavities which can’t be surgically improved but do cause problems for
her as she is a chronic herpes virus carrier. She is on L-lysine treatment permanently
and anti-virals as needed. Poppy was surrendered with her feline friend Pepe, who was
treated for an anal gland infection and whose thick coat needs regular clipping. The two
cats were very strongly bonded and after months of rehabilitation in foster care and
at the shelter, they were rehomed together to people willing to take on the significant
commitment required for their lifelong care.
Tina was one in a litter of stray kittens, but the only one with just two toes on each
front foot. X-rays were done to assess her condition and it was concluded that this
abnormality would not harm her mobility and there was no need for surgery. She was
otherwise healthy and happy, and has been adopted, just like another stray kitten, Daisy
May. Daisy May’s severe eye discharge was caused by a blocked tear duct which was
successfully treated with flushing.

Daisy May

Poor Ridge was a stray cat brought in with severe fight wounds. Fortunately he tested
negative to FIV, and his infected wounds were flushed and treated with antibiotic
injections. He continued on oral antibiotics for 14 days which combined with good food
and a warm bed helped him fully heal. Now he has a loving home of his own, he need
never fear living on the streets again.
Almost bald and with her skin scaly, ringworm would have seemed to be the most
obvious diagnosis for Panda but two separate tests were negative. She was treated with
antibiotic injections, skin conditioning treatment and a nutritious diet and now has the
best medicine of all, a loving home. Likewise Iggy and Etta did not have ringworm but
very poor health. Calming creams and a premium diet – and dental surgery for Etta –
saw them thrive which they continue to do in their new homes.
While Thomas showed similar symptoms the underlying causes of his condition were
not simply physical. After much investigation including allergy testing, it has been found
that Thomas over-grooms when stressed. He is now on medication to assist him while
he waits for a forever home.

Ridge

When we scanned the lovely tabby Jaffa for a microchip, we found she was an owned
cat however, her owner had moved overseas. Her leg had been previously broken but
not treated. She was formally surrendered to us, allowing us to then arrange the leg
amputation surgery that was necessary due to the previous injury. Jaffa hasn’t let three
legs diminish her playful energy but we are still working on food trials to manage her
ongoing diarrhoea.

Jaffa
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES

Gizmo

Gizmo came to us via a pound facility; she was a tiny kitten and was placed into foster
care but despite TLC and good food her growth was obviously slow. She was tested for
campylobacter and coccidia but negative, though her back legs were bowed and she had
rickets. She was placed on fluids and under veterinary observation but still no underlying
cause could be identified to account for her stunted growth. Although Gizmo had been
routinely flea and worm treated, the vet determined to try treatment with Fenbendazole
as studies had shown this to be effective in equally mysterious cases. She returned to
foster care, the treatment was successful and she finally began to grow at a normal rate.
Cheeky, energetic and healthy, Gizmo is now happy in her forever home.
Suzie’s seizure was a mystery, despite two rounds of blood tests and monitoring for
this little 10 week old kitten. With no evidence of illness, a happy outlook and no further
seizures, Suzie was adopted.
On admission to Cat Protection, Prince Charming’s vet health check revealed swelling in
his kidneys. Further tests showed early onset of kidney disease and diabetes, conditions
which would shorten this young cat’s life span but which weren’t yet affecting his
quality of life. Charming by name and nature, he schmoozed his way into the hearts of
the staff at Concord Veterinary Hospital who could not resist adopting Prince Charming
as their clinic cat.
Some of the cats who come to us have experienced a lot of fear and very little trust
in their lives. We are able to give these cats a lot of time and patience to feel secure
and comfortable around people. This involves creating as much routine and as little
disruption as possible: regular caregivers; the quiet of our treatment ward; meals at the
same time each day; and cosy bedding such as igloos into which the cat may retreat. Our
handsome cover cat Waldorf is a now-adopted graduate of our socialisation program
and sweet Dualia has moved to the adoption centre where she continues to grow in
confidence each day.
It is not always easy to discern the underlying cause of behavioural issues: some have
a straightforward medical or physical basis and others are more complex. Toby’s case is
the latter: he had inappropriate toileting including signs of irritable bowel syndrome.
A hypoallergenic diet has been effective in solving problem defacation but we’re still
trying to sort out his urination issues, trying behaviour modification and medications.
Meanwhile, he does seem to be enjoying all the volunteers’ and staff’s attention; he loves
pats!

Misket
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Working as a vet or vet nurse is not for the faint-hearted ... especially when it comes to
evacuating blocked anal glands! Fortunately our wonderful vets are not squeamish and
gave this treatment as well as antibiotic injections to Horatio after he’d presented with
infected anal glands. He smelled as fresh as a daisy when adopted!
Splash the kitten came to us with a prolapsed anus which was surgically repaired with
purse-string suturing. She was monitored for 14 days and re-checked by the vet; the
surgery had been successful and there was no recurrence of prolapse. Splash now has a
loving home with her best friend, Puddles.
Bocconcini was treated for ringworm in foster care. When this treatment had finished,
she was desexed but developed what appeared to be an infection at the wound site.
In fact, it was an exceptionally rare reaction to the suture material, but was treated
successfully with antibiotics and Bocconcini was happy and healthy when adopted.
Checkers arrived as a friendly stray and required months of treatment, for both ringworm
and salmonella, before he found his forever home.
Gigabyte

Some of our young male cats find it challenging to play nicely in a multi-cat environment
and when their play aggression can’t be managed with behavioural interventions,
Rescue Remedy and Feliway, calming medication is indicated. Erich was prescribed
Clomicalm and happily has a new home. Frankie is still with us and being treated; he is
also being treated for stress-related over-grooming.
On admission, kitten Princess Snuffy presented with flu so severe that it had caused
her tear ducts to fuse shut. She was vet-treated while in foster care but developed
repeated bouts of flu and needed her constantly weepy eyes bathed. Despite her chronic
flu condition, she stole the heart of her foster carer who chose to adopt this precious
princess.
Gigabyte also suffered from tear ducts which had been scarred shut and is on lifelong
lubricating eye drops. He also was infected with campylobacter which was successfully
treated. This little dynamo has a loving and understanding home.

Frankie
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Working with human social services and the RSPCA, we have been involved in trying
to remove cats from a very sensitive and difficult neglect/hoarding situation. The four
cats we have admitted were malnourished and in very poor physical and mental health,
vocalising in distress. All needed extensive dental treatment, including one who needed
total tooth extraction due to severe stomatitis (gum disease). She was put on a six-week
course of medication to reduce the swelling plus pain management and will need a wet
food diet for the rest of her life as she has no teeth.
Another of the cats had to have all but two teeth removed and another had two
extractions, both needed pain management and medication. One was treated for
salmonella. All were provided with a premium diet to improve body condition and all
were placed on a socialisation program. An untreated and now untreatable past injury
has been identified in one of the cats, which will require ongoing monitoring to ensure
she does not exacerbate the damage. She and her ‘sister’ both continue intensive
socialisation and close health monitoring. One of the boys was more confident and
responded more quickly to the interventions; subsequent to the end of the financial year,
he found his new home. The other boy is in foster care.
Dental health is very important to overall health so we always make sure our cats
are given dental examinations and any treatments they need before being placed for
adoption. Ambrosia had an extraction and was also treated for stomatitis; Ruby had
extractions of two rotten teeth, and little Earl, despite being so young, had multiple
extractions due to malnourishment in kittenhood. All were successfully treated and
found homes. More than a dozen more cats received scale and polish treatment.
Naturally, cats require full anaesthesia for any dental treatment.
Earl

Poppy
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FINDING LOVING AND RESPONSIBLE HOMES FOR CATS …
WHAT EVERY CAT DESERVES
Sadly, it is inevitable with the number of cats admitted into our care some will have
untreatable illness. Some kittens are quite literally dying when brought to us, and some
have had such a dreadful start in life that their poor health cannot be reversed. In the
year, 21 cats and kittens were euthanased (less than three per cent of all admissions).
Unless the situation compels the vet to make an immediate decision, euthanasia
decisions are made on a case-by-case basis by the CEO and Feline Services Manager in
consultation with the cat’s treating vet. When a cat is euthanased, this is done with
respect and care, and we also consult with the University of Sydney on how the cat
might help cats of the future. For example, Charlie’s degenerative and painful arthritis
could not be treated but his little earthly body has contributed to research on arthritis.
For the benefit of feline public health, we do not knowingly rehome FIV positive cats
but they are put to sleep at the University teaching hospital and contribute to the FIV
research being undertaken by Professor Julia Beatty. While it can usually be treated, not
all salmonella is the same and in one case a cat was put to sleep because of a rare and
serious strain. Euthanasia was counselled as the kindest outcome for a geriatric cat with
severe hyperthyroidism.
Every one of the 837 cats and kittens who came to us in 2014-15 was treated as an
individual with unique needs and preferences. Every new family of the 812 cats and
kittens adopted in the year was given time, attention, information and support to ensure
they would have a long and happy relationship with their new cat/s.
At any given time, we are caring for between 80 and 180 cats and kittens in our shelter
and in foster care.
As you can see, some of these cats had complex care needs, most boast excellent health
but each and every one of them is given love, dignity, care and respect. Because every cat
deserves a loving and responsible home.
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IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR CATS BY EDUCATING
THE COMMUNITY ABOUT SOCIALLY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE CAT CARE
Education takes many forms, from providing information by phone or in person to a
member of the community to our more formal strategies such as factsheets on our
website, planned seminars and Kitten Kindy classes.
During the year we held eight Kitten Kindy sessions for more than 30 families. Kitten
Kindy is a hands-on class where both new and experienced cat owners learn everything
from the best techniques for medicating your kitty and clipping their little claws to
nutrition and socialisation. Kitten Kindy is a wonderful way for children to learn cat care
and behaviour and contribute to their family’s responsible pet ownership.
Helping children understand the responsibilities and joys of feline companionship will
not only contribute to improved feline welfare in the future but also right now: children
are great advocates and influencers of family and friends. Giving them the right, ageappropriate information to guide them to experience safe and happy interactions with
cats will help them to enjoy the human-feline bond.
We’ve been delighted to partner with the Future Vet Kids Camp, a school holiday
program created by Dr Scott Bainbridge and Andra Abolins, designed to promote
responsible pet ownership, the profession of veterinary medicine and to encourage
children to love and appreciate animals of all kinds. The program is divided into
three groups – Wombats (ages 9 to 11), Kookaburras (ages 12 to 14) and the Junior
Vet Program (ages 14 to 16). We’ve hosted almost 100 ‘future vets’ and helped raise
awareness of feline welfare – plus some of the children also participated in the ‘Kitty
Litter-a-ture’ program, reading to our cats.
We also have our own free school holiday program, Spend time with the cool cats, open
to school children from kindergarten to year 6. In the reporting period we ran 10 of these
sessions, which promote safe and gentle handling of cats, show children how to read
cats’ body language and explain the fundamentals of cat care, health and wellbeing.
Our Winter Cat Care Talks are always popular. In August 2014, four sessions were
presented: Babies and cats – creating safe and positive relationships, by vet nurse and
mum, Sam Kelly; Feline first aid, by Dr Adam Woolf; What’s normal, what’s not, by Dr
Adam Woolf; and Keeping your cats happy, by vet nurse Nerida Atkin, our Feline Services
Manager.
We were delighted to have Dr Jo Righetti as our special guest speaker for Open Day
on 8 November. Dr Righetti (www.petproblemsolved.com.au) is a renowned animal
behaviourist. She entertained and informed a very attentive audience, addressing our
Open Day theme ‘Safety First’ and answering dozens of questions. We thank Dr Righetti
for her generosity in giving so freely of her time and for staying much longer than
planned! To complement our Open Day talks and exhibits, we produced a brochure of
tips for keeping your cat safe, addressing key common risks in the home and garden.
In October we were proud to launch a detailed information sheet on cat welfare,
including the benefits of desexing, in simplified Chinese. The bilingual factsheet is
available on our website and was sent to local councils, Members of Parliament and
media. The launch received coverage in our local paper as well as online Chinese
language media, including a beautifully illustrated piece in MiMOShow and The One
magazine.
The project was made possible with the assistance of University of Sydney students
from the Department of Media and Communications, Jiaying Zhou, Yunfei Qian and
Xiaoqing Feng. Cat Protection wrote the factsheet in English, the students translated it,
and it was then reviewed by vet Dr Eva Tang of the Nepean Animal Hospital Group.
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猫咪是非常美好的宠物——有将近三分之一的澳洲家庭养了一
只或以上的宠物猫，他们大多数都把猫咪视作自己的家人。

养猫有很多益处——除了能够陪伴人类，研究表明它们还能让人
保持身心健康，让人心情愉悦。

不幸的是，在新南威尔士州，由于有太多无家可归的猫咪，每一
年都有成千上万的猫咪在认领中心和收容所被注射安乐死。

没有做绝育手术的猫咪，无论有没有主人，都是造成众多流浪猫
出现的原因——因为猫咪是非常多产的动物。据估计，一只没有
结扎的母猫和公猫以及它们的后代在仅仅七年内就能育出超过
四十万只猫咪！因此要控制猫咪数量，减少流浪猫和不必要的安
乐死，对年幼猫咪的绝育尤为重要。

被抛弃或者主人因故照顾不了的猫咪也使得领养中心和收容所
“猫”满为患。领养一只猫咪并不是儿戏——这意味着要对它们的
一生负责，这个期限可能是15到20年。

We don’t have Mandarin or Cantonese speakers on staff, but with this factsheet we’re
trying to let local Chinese-speaking communities know that our services are available to
them – we just need the client to get an English-speaking friend or relative to help. For
example, we can assist with discount desexing if the English-speaking person phones
our office; we don’t need to speak directly with the client.
We hope this is just the start of a broader campaign to make our information available in
a number of languages.
As always, our magazine Cat Affairs is an important source of information on cat care
and health. In the reporting period we covered a number of issues: Understanding
feline separation-associated distress, with tips from Dr Anne Fawcett and Dr Jo Righetti;
Planning for your cat, by NSW Public Trustee & Guardian lawyer, Ruth Pollard; Thiamine
deficiency in cats, by Dr Anne Fawcett; and Dental health care in cats, by Dr Gretta
Howard.
Fair days and events create wonderful opportunities for personal engagement with cat
owners, and whether it’s helping them to solve problems or just admiring their cats’
photos, we always enjoy these events. During the period, we participated in a number
of events including Bankstown Pets Day Out, the Retirement, Lifestyle & Travel Expo,
Willoughby Fauna Fair, Northcott People & Pets, Liverpool Spring Expo, Super Furry
Festival, Cruelty-Free Festival, Sydney Royal Easter Show and Penrith City Microchipping
Day.
Direct services

在领养猫咪之前，你要需要弄清楚养猫咪对时间，居所，花费（包
括食物，卫生保健，医疗）上的需求以及你未来的计划。如果你
103 Enmore Road, Newtown 2042
T 9519 7201 or 9557 4818 f 9557 8052 e info@catprotection.org.au
www.catprotection.org.au

Every year we assist thousands of human clients with cat care services: from providing
temporary emergency assistance for cats whose owners are in crisis, to working
with human social services to assist people who can no longer care for their cats,
to information and care tips for owners whose cats are presenting with behavioural
problems. Preventing the relinquishment of a cat is as much a part of the solution to
feline homelessness as our shelter services. For every owner we assist to keep their cat,
whether it be with tenancy advice or information on how to stop unwanted behaviours,
that is one more space available for a cat who doesn’t have a home.
Desexing remains a top priority in feline welfare, and this year we helped 1,871 cats
living in the community to be desexed. Once again, we were pleased to partner with
the City of Sydney (67 cats) and Fairfield City (57 cats) councils in Operation Cat. This
program provides a significantly discounted pick-up and return cat desexing service for
clients on low incomes who do not have easy access to transport.
We also provided discounted microchipping and flea and worm treatments for cats to
clients at our welfare office.
Recognising the importance of respectful treatment of cats and those who love them,
we have also taken cats who have been found deceased to our vets so that their owners
can be informed and make arrangements, such as for cremation. The anguish of not
knowing what has happened to a beloved cat can be worse than the pain of saying
goodbye.
Building awareness
Ensuring the community is aware of our services – and of the importance of feline
welfare – is vital to our mission and our sustainability.
During the year we invested in radio: as well as short campaigns on 2WSFM and 2UE,
we boosted our profile on Macquarie Radio’s 2GB and 2CH and they supported us with a
number of Community Service Announcements.
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Thank you to Alan Jones AO, who generously voiced two very successful advertisements
for us: one promoting desexing and one promoting adoptions. On 16 June 2014, Alan
Jones interviewed our CEO Kristina Vesk on his morning program. The outcome was
magnificent, with a huge number of callers for our desexing program, as well as new
members, donors and adopters, all saying they heard about Cat Protection on Alan Jones’
program.
In June and July, we conducted a multi-media campaign to promote our desexing
programs: as well as the ads on 2GB and 2CH, we ran print advertisements in a wide
range of community papers (Fairfax and News Limited) throughout the greater west
and south west of Sydney, and supported these efforts with Facebook posts dispelling
common myths about desexing, and website and Cat Affairs promotions encouraging
members and friends to letterbox flyers about our discount desexing program. Thank
you to the amazing Karen Childs of The Pickle Factory for donating her design services.
Desexing referrals increased 43.9 per cent on the corresponding period of the previous
year.
Editorial articles on desexing ran in the Liverpool Champion, Fairfield Champion, South
West Advertiser, Camden Advertiser and Campbelltown Advertiser in March and April.
As always, we want to thank our local paper, The Inner West Courier for their fantastic
support in promoting our ‘cats of the week’ – during the reporting period, our cat feature
was expanded to other papers in the News Local group: The Wentworth Courier and The
Southern Courier.
Their support is tremendous – as is the great support we continue to receive from The
Eastern Suburbs Spectator group of local papers, SX and LOTL magazines.
We are so proud and so pleased that we continue to be sponsored by the wonderful PETS
magazine. Published by Universal Magazines, this is a high-quality beautiful production
for children and families, promoting responsible pet ownership in a friendly and fun way.
We thank them for their support of our charity and for their contribution to educating
kids to be kind and thoughtful about all animals.
In June the Saturday Telegraph ran a feature story ‘Cat with nine lives’ about the feisty
little black and white cat Hero, who lost his leg to an injury most likely sustained by
being thrown from a car. He was rescued by a fabulous family, brought to Cat Protection,
and was ultimately adopted by the vet who performed his life-saving surgery, Dr Anne
Fawcett.
Cat Protection had a brief cameo in the ABC documentary Crash Test Mummies and
Daddies, providing suggestions to a new dad on how to help the family cat better cope
with the arrival of the new baby. We were interviewed by radio stations 2UE, ABC 702
and 2SER on a range of feline-related topics, and had many more stories in print.
The photographs Nic Bezzina first produced for an exhibition, then a book, Shopkeepers
of Newtown, were all bought by the State Library of NSW, who then put them in
an exhibition which ran from November 2014 until May 2015. The exhibition was
complemented with some short videos including one featuring Cat Protection.
In May, Good Weekend, the magazine of the Saturday SMH and Age newspapers, ran
a feature article on cats (unfairly) titled ‘Menace in the suburbs’. The article included
descriptions of our Open Day, a profile of two of our members whose cats are confined
indoors and with an outdoor cat run, and a discussion about how cats can live happily
indoors. It also included quotes from Cat Protection CEO that cats cannot be made
scapegoats for all the destruction of the environment caused by human activity.
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Recent years have seen the welfare of companion animals become a more mainstream
issue, and now cats and dogs are firmly on the government agenda.
In response to a recommendation of the NSW Companion Animals Taskforce, of which
Cat Protection was a member, the NSW Government established the Responsible
Pet Ownership Reference Group. The Group provides advice to the Minister for Local
Government, the Hon Paul Toole MP on the strategic management of companion animal
issues and the promotion of responsible pet ownership in the community. Cat Protection
CEO Kristina Vesk serves on the Reference Group and in the year participated in seven
detailed consultations and two meetings.
Following the NSW elections, the Hon Paul Toole MP was re-appointed as the Minister
for Local Government, and the Hon Niall Blair MLC was appointed as the Minister for
Primary Industries. We thank the Hon Niall Blair and the former Primary Industries
Minister, the Hon Katrina Hodgkinson MP, for their support of our welfare work in the
community through the animal welfare grant ($15,500).
In the reporting period, the NSW Parliament announced that it had established a Joint
Select Committee to inquire into and report on companion animal breeding practices in
NSW (colloquially, puppy factories). Cat Protection welcomed the Parliament’s concern
for companion animal welfare and wellbeing, acknowledging that intensive breeding for
profit is a greater problem for dogs than cats.
Our submission stated in part that “the welfare issues for cat breeding are more
significantly centred on unowned and semi-owned cats. Recognising this, Cat Protection
supports programs that promote early-age desexing; and research and trials of possible
solutions such as ‘trap, neuter, return’ (TNR). For example, Cat Protection supported the
Member for Sydney’s Animal Welfare (Population Control Programs) Bill 2014.
To illustrate the different situations of dogs and cats, a quick survey of Trading Post
classifieds on 10 June 2015 revealed almost 2,600 dogs listed versus some 850 cats (and
many of these were shelter cats). With so many homeless and semi-owned undesexed cats,
pounds and shelters have a constant supply of kittens that (very sadly) more than meets
demand.
In Cat Protection’s experience, the vast majority of registered cat breeders care strongly
about feline welfare. They frequently rehome their kittens already desexed, provide followup support to the new owners, love their own cats and provide them with all necessary vet
care and attention …
It is the ‘backyard’ breeders - selling non-pedigree ‘pure bred’ cats without papers - that are
of concern. Kittens being sold in markets, some pet shops and on the internet - where the
seller has a degree of anonymity - are most likely to be at risk.
We have seen such cats admitted to our shelter: unmicrochipped so-called ‘Burmese’;
‘Persians’ with extreme brachycephalia; ‘Ragdolls’ with serious behavioural problems to
name just some. None of these cats had papers; none was from a registered breeder. All
had been purchased at considerable cost.
For both cats and dogs, improvements to welfare, health and wellbeing need to be driven
by both ‘supply and demand’... complementing regulation, we should have consumer
education that helps people understand how to make ethical choices when acquiring a pet.
If more people knew what their ‘purchasing’ decisions meant for animal welfare, it would
change the profile of demand, and go some way to eroding support for bad breeding
practices.
At the same time, there is a reasonable (and strong) social expectation that governments
will implement rules and laws that ensure humane practice in the treatment of animals.
The ‘supply’ side of the equation needs to be regulated.
Cat Protection was a member of the Companion Animals Taskforce which was established
to inquire into a broad range of matters affecting cat and dog welfare. Cat Protection
supported the recommendations made by the Taskforce in its final report to the NSW
Government.
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We note that Recommendation 1: A breeder licensing system should be established and the
Companion Animals Register should be updated to capture breeder licence information for
each animal record was supported in principle by the NSW Government.
We also note that Recommendation 2: The Animal Welfare Code of Practice – Breeding
Dogs and Cats should be revised to ensure that the existing guidelines it contains become
enforceable standards was also supported in-principle and that Recommendation 3,
which required sellers of cats and dogs to display a microchip or licence number in all
advertisements/point of sale, was fully supported. We reiterate our support for the
Taskforce’s recommendations, which came about following extensive expert review and
consultation …
… We appreciate that there are many ethical and good registered breeders of cats and dogs
whose motivation is continuation of a healthy, happy and well-adjusted pedigree. However,
there are people who exploit animals for a profit motive and engage in poor practices
which results in much animal suffering.
Cat Protection strongly supports the implementation of a system that protects cats and
dogs from breeding practices which harm their health, wellbeing and welfare, and which
contribute to an ‘oversupply’ of pets.

Cody

While there are thousands of homeless cats and dogs in shelters and pounds, it is a tragedy
that there are people seeking to profit from the production of more animals. They are
bred without regard for their health, wellbeing or welfare, and without regard to the fact
that many of them will end up in pounds and shelters once they manifest the health and
behavioural problems that arise from poor breeding practices and inconsiderate rehoming
practices.”
Subsequent to the reporting period, the Joint Select Committee finalised its hearings
and report, and the NSW Government is expected to respond to the Committee in early
2016.
Cat Protection also contributed to the Animal Welfare Roundtable hosted by NSW
Leader of the Opposition, Luke Foley in May 2015, and participated with Marrickville
Council on the development of the local Companion Animal Action Plan.
We continue to work closely with the University of Sydney veterinary school and the
Valentine Charlton Cat Centre (feline medicine clinic). Specialised consultations and
complex cases are referred to the Valentine Charlton Cat Centre.
We sponsor the annual Feline Welfare Essay prize for vet students, and we actively
recruit vet students to work with us. We currently employ four vet science students as
part time feline attendants, and four of our former staff have graduated and moved into
practice.
We continue to work with Professor Julia Beatty on her studies into Feline
Immunodeficiency Virus and also assisted with a study on FIV vaccinations by Dr Mark
Westman.

Bonnie

As a part of our commitment to best-practice, we supported a clinical case review by
Associate Professor Vanessa Barrs and Professor Julia Beatty of a Cat Protection adopted
cat with chronic health problems.
In 2014, we provided data for a study comparing post-operative wound complications in
kittens desexed at less than, or over, 12 weeks of age, also comparing flank with midline
surgery. The study findings (Roberts et al JFMS Open Reports 2015) will assist our earlyage desexing advocacy programs, in which we also plan to engage with the Valentine
Charlton Cat Centre for the veterinary education aspects.
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HONOURING THE UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEOPLE AND
CATS
On 11 September 2014, the Member for Sydney Alex Greenwich introduced the Animal
Welfare (Population Control Programs) Bill 2014. Due to the March elections the bill
lapsed, however, it was an excellent starting point to the discussion on how we look after
homeless cats.
The bill sought to remove the legal impediments to carefully managed “trap-neuterreturn” (TNR) programs. TNR has been widely implemented overseas as a mechanism
to control population growth particularly among stray cats. This bill proposed that TNR
programs be required to have a sponsoring agency that would keep a register of programs
and report on them. Only the head of the Agency that administers the National Parks and
Wildlife Act could sponsor a program in a reserve or national park.
Cat Protection supported the bill as a considered approach to a complex issue. Our
expertise is in the best-practice care and rehoming of domestic cats and while we rehome
many cats and kittens who have been stray/street cats, we do not do TNR.
Our support for the bill was informed by veterinary science. The International Society
Feline Medicine (ISFM) has expertise in feline welfare and they have studied the
complexities of homelessness in cats. The ISFM guidelines on the population management
and welfare of unowned domestic cats acknowledge the wide range of situations
where population control may be required and finds that prevention of reproduction
by ‘neutering’ (desexing) is critical in managing all cat populations. The guidelines state
that TNR programs where whole colonies of feral, street or community cats are managed
through planned neutering and rapid return to their territory is a well proven method.
Being homeless is not a situation a cat chooses for themselves, and as a species selected
by people for companionship, they deserve the protection of people.
The human-feline bond is honoured most noticeably in our homes with our own much
loved cats, but we can also honour it by extending our respect to less fortunate cats.
The amazing Dr Anne Fawcett isn’t just a great vet and teacher, she’s also a wonderful
writer and photographer. Do visit her blog www.smallanimaltalk.com for fascinating
insights and beautiful images. Search for “50 reasons to adopt a cat” a collaborative effort
with Cat Protection. Because, as reason number 49 states: the simple act of adopting one
cat changes their world forever, for the better.
Building understanding and empathy with our feline friends is best bridged with handson cat time.
That is how we regarded the amazing experience that was Uber Kittens. Of course it was a
promotion of the Uber service, but it was also a fantastic opportunity to celebrate the joy
and beauty of kittens, and to promote shelter adoptions.
Our agreement to participate required that we were in hire car plate licenced vehicles;
that we could withdraw at any time (if kittens were tired or upset); that the places we
visited were secure; that infection control protocols were adhered to at all times; and that
absolutely no kitten could be adopted on the day. Every visit included a meal and litter
break and of course water was available at all times. The ratio of Cat Protection carer to
kittens was either 1:1 or 2:3 … much higher than your average day-care centre!
The kittens loved it, the participants loved it and the media coverage was phenomenal
(news.com, KiiS FM, Nova, 2Day FM, James Valentine on 702 [where, being the ABC,
naturally only ‘kittens’ were mentioned] 2UE, Channel 10’s The Project … kittens even
graced Vogue Australia’s Instagram!). We met some amazing people, recruited new
volunteers and got some excellent professional assistance, as well as a generous donation
from Uber. And, at the end of the day, the status of cats had been raised and people were
smiling.
It was a very similar feeling when we participated with the MCA Art Bar, with a one-nightonly Cat Café. On each of these special occasions, we reached out to others to help us
celebrate the human-feline bond.
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Thank you
Outstanding in this report is the record surplus. This surplus was created most
significantly by two individual bequestors: the late Mabs Melville and the late June
Bullock. We thank these generous women for their kindness to cats and their faith in us.
While the dollar value of these two gifts may not have been equalled in the past, we
have been honoured over the decades to have received legacies from many people with
equally big hearts.
We value every gift no matter the size, every hour of volunteer effort and every act of
support: combined, these have created, and continue to strengthen, our wonderful
organisation. The money is essential to funding our work but without the extraordinary
commitment of all our people – members, friends, volunteers, staff, our Board, donors
and benefactors – we would not be so strong of purpose, so focused on our mission.
We haven’t the space to acknowledge you all, but to everyone who supports us, and to
the relatives and friends of those who bequeathed us legacies, please know this: every
gift is received with gratitude and grace, and used wisely.
The sheer joy in the eyes of playing kittens, the relief expressed by former street cats
secure in their warm beds with bellies full of food instead of parasites, the freedom from
fear felt by cats who were victims of cruelty, and the good health of cats who have been
healed – all these reflect your kindness and your generosity. It is the privilege of those of
us who work here every day to witness, and we are grateful for it.
On behalf of our thousands of feline and human clients, sincere thanks and best wishes.
We honour those who remembered the cats in their wills:
June Bullock; Margaret Collins; Patricia Gwynne; Betty Gill; Anne Hodgson; Dulcie
Hunter; Mabs Melville; Audrey Morley-Jones; Barbara Pritchard; Judith Tate; Dorothy
Taylor; Naomi Temple; Gwendolyn Whipps.
We pay our respects to the late Lucy Snowden, the late Michael Campbell and the late
Sylvia Yoke Mei Cooper, beautiful young people who loved cats and whose families and
friends chose to celebrate their lives by generously supporting Cat Protection.
We thank our corporate donors and workplace-sponsored givers:
Macquarie Bank; Macquarie Group Foundation; AMP Services Limited; AMP Foundation;
Department of Defence; Charities Aid Foundation; Lin Huddleston Charitable
Foundation; Holroyd Council; Bride to Be magazine; Cuscal; PwC Australia; National
Australia Bank Limited; Divine Creatures; Salesforce Foundation; State Street; Grill’d
Harbourside; GloboHydroPower; Sarah Menzies’ The Feline Foundation; and the Cruelty
Free Store in Glebe. Thank you to Glenno, Young Henry’s Brewery and all the talented and
generous artists who contributed to the fantastic Beer Cats art exhibition.
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Thank you
Thank you to our amazing network of vets: we couldn’t do it without you and your vet nurses. You save lives and you make a
difference every day.
Abbotsbury Vet Clinic – Abbotsbury

Great Western Animal Hospital – Pendle Hill

All Natural Vet - Russell Lea

Greystanes Vet Clinic – Greystanes

Animal Referral Hospital - Homebush

Leppington Vet Hospital – Leppington

Bankstown Vet Clinic – Bankstown

Macquarie Animal Hospital – Campbelltown & Macquarie Fields

Beverly Hills Vet Clinic – Beverly Hills

Maroubra Junction Vet Clinic – Maroubra Junction

Blacktown Vet Hospital – Blacktown

Menai Companion Animal Practice – Menai

Boundary Road Vet - Peakhurst

Mt Druitt Vet Clinic – Mt Druitt

Campsie Vet Hospital – Campsie

North Rocks Vet Clinic – North Rocks

Collaroy Vet Clinic – Collaroy

Penshurst Vet Clinic – Penshurst

Colyton Vet Clinic – St Marys

Princes Highway Vet Clinic – Kogarah

Concord Vet Hospital – Concord

Rooty Hill Vet Clinic – Rooty Hill

Croydon Park Vet Clinic – Croydon Park

SASH – Ryde

Double Bay Vet Hospital – Double Bay

South Penrith Vet Clinic – Penrith

Earlwood Animal Hospital – Earlwood

Sydney Animal Hospitals Inner West – Stanmore

Five Dock Veterinary Hospital – Five Dock

Sydney University Vet Hospital - Sydney

Glenfield Vet Hospital – Glenfield

West Ryde Vet Clinic – West Ryde

Thank you to our major sponsors; Hills Pet Nutrition; Bayer Animal health; PETS Magazine; and Danielle Lyonne Photography.
Thank you to our pro bono service providers; Darren Kane of Colin Love & Company, Lawyers; Karress Rhodes of KL Graphics;
Karen Childs of The Pickle Factory; Danielle Lui, freelance photographer; and Phyllis Wong of Phyllis Photography.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CAT PROTECTION SOCIETY OF NSW INC
A.B.N. 81 610 951 615
Report on the Financial Report
I have audited the accompanying financial report, being a special purpose financial report, of The Cat
Protection Society of NSW Inc (the association), which comprises the balance sheet as at 31 May 2014, and
the income and expenditure statement, statement of recognised income and expenditure and cash flow
statement, a summary of significant accounting policies, other explanatory information and the statement by
members of the committee.
Committee's Responsibility for the Financial Report
The committee of The Cat Protection Society of NSW Inc is responsible for the preparation of the financial
report, and has determined that the basis of preparation described in Note 1 is appropriate to meet the
requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act 2009 (NSW), the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission Act 2012 (Cth) and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The committee's
responsibility also includes such internal control as the committee determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor's Responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on my audit. No opinion is expressed
as to whether the accounting policies used, as described in Note 1, are appropriate to meet the needs of the
members. I conducted my audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. These Auditing Standards
require that I comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation
of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by the committee, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit
opinion.
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Unaudited - Refer to Auditor’s Disclaimer
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The Cat Protection Society of NSW Inc
103 Enmore Road Newtown NSW 2042
T 9519 7201 or 9557 4818
info@catprotection.org.au
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